
Soccer golf
boarding
 

Score!

The soccer golf boarding is a fun soccer game that trains your kicking skills to boot. This game will ensure
soccer players learn to aim their shots more accurately! The soccer golf boarding comes in three parts.
The middle part can be used for soccer golf by shooting the ball and sinking it in one of two holes. Both
side walls have a point shooter covering with a variety of skill levels. The soccer golf boarding is also fun
to play with three players at the same time. Take turns in using the various parts and aim for the highest
score after all options have been played. Try to improve your kicking technique and aim your shot
accurately!

The complete package, sets up within 15 minutes

The soccer golf boarding easily sets up within 10 minutes. This makes it perfect for use during events, a
hexathlon or sports activities. The item comes as a single unit, which makes it easy to transport. We
supply the boarding with a blower, anchoring materials, a transport bag and a clear manual conveniently
included. It has the makings of a wonderful experience, because it is everything you need in a complete
package.

Quality and optimum playing fun

All JB in�atables have several reinforced tension points, are multiply stitched and are made of strong,
high-quality PVC. This quality guarantees the soccer golf boarding is durable and easy to keep clean. The
item comes with a 5-year warranty, allowing you to o�er a product with years of optimum playing fun. 

Purchase this unique soccer golf boarding and give your customers an experience to remember for the
rest of their lives!

Jump for joy, literally!

For over 15 years, JB has made people around the world jump for joy. More often than not literally! Our
team of designers, developers and logistic sta� supply unique in�atable attractions in a grand way!
Customers are assured of our professional service and delivery. That is exactly why they tend to call us
‘creators of greatness’.

In�ated product

Length 39ft

Width 22ft

Height 9ft

Setting up / Break down

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 10 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers 1,1 kW x 1

Weight per blower Blower 1,1 kW = 37.48 lbs

Speci�cations packaged product

Length 5ft

Depth 3ft

Weight 207lbs

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 02.030.070.001

Warranty 1 year warranty

Service 5 years service

Including Logbook / manual
Repair kit
Certi�cate
Anchoring material
Blower (s)
Safety rules (for abroad)
Transport bag


